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Brief Description of the Project
Ergonomics deals with the betterment of the work and work procedure and helps to minimizing the risk factors at the workplaces while humanizing work and work environment (HWWE). Applications of ergonomics make a product easy to use, and also provide user friendly design providing a good comfort and making significant contribution to safety. The emphasis within ergonomics is to ensure that suitable designs extract the strengths and abilities of people and minimize the effects of their limitations, rather than forcing them to adapt. Ergonomics has a major role to play with mining industries. Workers engaged with mining industries are supposed to dealing with continuous repetitive working posture within hostile and challenging working environment, which needs ergonomic intervention so far it’s practicable. The nucleus of the project is designed on the determination of important causes to identify job heaviness and possible responsible postures leading to musculoskeletal disorder.

The main objectives for the research project are:
1. To record environmental condition and compared with WHO recommendation
2. To measure and calculate job heaviness of selective categories of underground mines
3. To work out for the development of proper work schedule to control the health related
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Methodologies/Approaches Adopted
The design of experimentation comprises major work elements to formulate methodology so as to achieving the objectives as conceived in the project. It shows the complete skeleton of the division of the project work which is depicted below in the form of flow models.

Design of Experimentation
The conceived modalities to do the project work to arriving out expected results in line with the objectives set for the purpose are shown in the form of a flow diagram in Figure 1.

Recommendations suggested:
From the work stress measurement of all categories of workers from ECL and CCL it has been found that job stressors are very much effective into the miner’s health. All the categories are having the high cardiac parametric value as compared to normal. Working postures are repetitive and occurring with a very fast frequency.
By looking into all possible findings, following recommendations have been made to reduce strain and making the workplace safer and accident free from ergonomic point of view.

1. The workload categorization has been done for almost all section of people upto 200 m of mines from the surface which is certainly is a pioneering work in this field. That job allocation with a proper knowledge of workload requires a thorough job safety analysis (JSA). High job demand group should have younger personnel instead of older. Proper job rotation may also be a good choice for better productivity.

2. An all round attempt may be made to develop online health monitoring system involving assessing workload of the miners, adequacy in work-rest regimen of the allotted jobs, physical and physiological parameters (direct and derived), environmental parameters (direct and derived) determination etc. such that maximum job efficiency can be achieved with minimum occupational stress. This will reduce absenteeism in general and in work particular.

3. As per the stipulation given in 136 A of CMR 1957 that in every coal faces minimum air current should be 30 ft/min. But the present study hardly can find the stipulated limit while a very sluggish air velocity (12 ft/min) is seen in almost all mines under study. So, it is strongly
recommended to follow the guidelines as given in CMR 1957 involving adequate number of auxiliary fans and/or booster fans as and when necessary in the mines.

4. A proper work rest scheduling of every group of worker has been done to minimize the work strain. This will be facilitating comfort towards the workers in the mines and at the same time mine management would be able to engage workers for longer duration.

5. A comparison on the VO2 reference mark with the maximum oxygen consumption level obtained from Cardio coach gives us a clear idea on the fact that there is hardly 25% of worker who can be categorized in acceptable data range making it a serious concern for colliery officials. Therefore, a physical endurance programme is recommended for both acclimatized and non acclimatized personnel.

6. A proper workplace design with some corrective measure is required to minimize pain and discomfort as reported from different MSDs. A suitable guidelines has been given on the environmental parameters so as to harmonizing the work and work environment (HWWE).

7. As per the NIOSH lifting index guidelines workers should avoid the posture which is away from the center of gravity (CG). They are recommended to work in and around their L5-S1 so that their CG can remain very close to their body. Mechanization of mining operation can be better alternative to sort out the MSD related problems.

Project Achievements
The work study carried out in Bankola area of Eastern Coalfields Limited has been greatly appreciated by the senior mine management including General Manager (GM) of the concerned area. The GM has advised to further take up similar ergonomic study for some deeper mines under various subsidiaries.
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Facilities Developed
Safety and Ergonomics Lab have been augmented with a number of modern equipment

Plan of Future Project Proposal based on the Current Project
1. An in depth future work on different mines with having depth of more than 300 m are required to establish a suitable scientific comparison of physical & physiological parameters of miners among the different subsidiaries of Coal India Limited.
2. Nutritional assessment and energy balance study has to be planned for neutralizing excess calorie demand & workload.
3. Development of an online Ergo-Health monitoring is to be developed to keep it handier for Colliery managers to choose a working personnel for a selective work.